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FAQ 
How can I deregister the dog on site after the judgement in show stance? 

The deregistration takes place either at the veterinarian on site the stadium (via registration 
at the info point) or online via the deregistration form 
https://tickets.snapticket.de/events/359096/tickets?distributionId=178806. 

What is the procedure for callers at the judgement in movement? 

The callers are in a specially arranged section of the tribune (Nordkurve/ North Grandstand 
Tribunes 5 and 7), the caller enters the stadium via the entrance to the judgement in 
movement and procedes to the tribune section to the  individually allocated seats. The 
caller can enter the interior of the stadium for the free sequence. 

A member has entered several dogs but only one entry ticket. What does he have to do to 
get into the Zeppelin field for the judgement in show stance? 

Only dog handlers and callers are authorized to enter the judgement in show stance. 

Who has/needs entry tickets? 

All who want to enter the tribunes need tickets. Dog handlers or callers can enter the area 
for the performance or calling the dog without tickets with appropriate access authorization. 

Are seats still available? 

Unfortunately not at the moment, if a furhter contingent is authorized, we will inform you 
immediately on this homepage. 

Which option is available for dog owners who registered several dogs but did not obtain 
any entrance tickets? 

Unfortunately none, if the tribune seats are fully booked. The requirements of the approval 
authorities must be complied with at any rate. 

If I have a personalized ticket for a sky box or a seat ticket for the grandstand, can I move 
freely during the show stance? 

No, only handlers and callers have access to the judgement in show stance for the duration 
of the show stance of the respective dog. 

Do I need a ticket if I want to see the working dog class, for example? 

Yes, a personalized entry ticket is absolutely required. 

I am an exhibitor, how do I get my tickets and information? 

Handler and caller access authorizations will be mailed beginning August 10. They include 
access to Zeppelin Field and the main stadium respectively for the time of the presentation 
of the corresponding dog for the dog handler and the caller. All information can also be 
found here: 
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Checkliste_Au
ssteller_HF.pdf 

Can I pass on tickets to another person? 

The tickets are personalized, it is not allowed to pass them on. Personal data will be verified 
at the entrance gate. 

https://tickets.snapticket.de/events/359096/tickets?distributionId=178806
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Checkliste_Aussteller_HF.pdf
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Checkliste_Aussteller_HF.pdf
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Is the HG available around the clock?  How many telephones are staffed?  Is there a hotline 
that is activated? 

Appropriate telephone hotlines have been set up and will be attended to until judging is 
completed on the respective days. 

What is the presentation time per judgement in movement? 

JKL/JHKL: 45 min , after the best ring each 15 minutes award ceremony. 
GHKL: last rings approx. 25 minutes more + 15 minuntes set-up time (due to free following 
and fast round). 

Is "watering" regulated during the judgement in movement? 

The judgement in movement takes only 45 minutes, each handler can take water to the 
stadium and deposit it there. 

Is there a free-flow in the GHKl classes as part of the judgement in movement? 

Only the best ring and there only for stockhaired for the last 25 and for longstockhaired the 
last 15 perform the free-following in the stadium. The fast round is performed by all dogs. 
The reason for this is the time problem. 

Where and when does the chip control take place at the judgement in movement? 

A chip control is only carried out at the judgement in show stance. 

When and where is the judgement in movement of the individual rings? 

All judgements in movement will take place in the stadium, the exact schedule will depend 
on the ring division. A rough schedule can be found here 
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/bsz/organisation/zeitplan. 
An update might occur on the Friday evening of the event and will be published on the SV 
homepage.What will happen with the participants affected after the judgement in 
movement? 

What will happen with the participants affected after the judgement in movement? 

The dog handlers and callers must leave the stadium interior or the callers' grandstand after 
the presentation of the respective dogs. If they do not have a ticket, they cannot enter the 
spectator grand stand. 

Does the judgement in movement only take place on the tartan track in the stadium? So 
definitely no access to the turf? 

The presentations will take place on the tartan track. Free-following and fast rounds will be 
performed on the stadium turf. 

Judgement in movement - who is admitted to the stadium? 

The dog handler and caller for the judgement in movement, caller in the tribune area 
provided for this purpose. 

Will the stadium be divided in order to have two classes undergo the judgement in 
movement at the same time? 

No, the whole stadium is always available for the judgement in movement of one class. 

  

https://www.schaeferhunde.de/bsz/organisation/zeitplan
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Why shall the dogs be presented on the tartan track? 

If all the dogs are presented on the lawn, damage could be caused amounting to up to 
100,000 €. 

A dog handler reports absent at short notice. What do I have to do so that the substitute 
dog handler can lead? 

The tickets will be sent by mail, the data of the dog handler or the caller will be entered. A 
field is provided into which the substitute dog handler can be entered in case that the 
originally assigned handler should not be available.  With this ticket the person gets access. 

Can the dog handler be changed again? 

Yes, there is a field on the access authorizations that exhibitors receive in case the dog 
handler changes at short notice. The form must be presented to the security staff at the 
entrance. 

How can I arrange for a exchange of a dog handler on site, for instance in case of an injury? 

On the access authorizations, which are sent to the exhibitors, there is a field in case the 
dog handler still needs to be changed at short notice. 

How does the change work for handlers who lead in several classes? Does the respective 
handler have to first leave the interior of the stadium and then come back inside? 

The handler must leave the stadium through the exit and go back through the access 
control with the access authorization for the next dog via the entrance. 

Where does the issuing of the start numbers take place? 

When you enter the judgement in show stance at the ring of your class, you will receive the 
start numbers for your dog (cloth vest for the handler, paper start number for the caller). 
Please keep these start numbers carefully, as they will be needed for all presentations. 

Which kind of start vests do I get? 

When you enter the respective ring for the presentation of dogs in show stance, you will 
receive the start numbers for your dog (cloth vest for the handler, paper start number for the 
caller). Please keep these start numbers carefully, as they will be needed for all 
presentations. 

How are the dog handler teams informed in terms of the access times at the respective 
sites? 

There are time schedules, for the stand trial and TSB verification. On the call lists for the 
judgement in movement the respective starting times are indicated. 15 min. before, you 
have to be at the line-up area. The times for stand inspection and TSB are printed on the 
tickets. 

Where can I find the starting times? 

A rough schedule can be found here 
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/bsz/organisation/zeitplan. The exact times for the rings of 
the judgements in movement will be published on the call lists during the event. 

  

https://www.schaeferhunde.de/bsz/organisation/zeitplan
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Is there an information desk where open questions about the respective procedures can be 
clarified? 

We have set up hotlines during the event to the registration office, which this year is not on 
the event site, but will provide support directly from headquarters. You can reach us during 
the event days at Tel. 0821 74002-66 (German) Tel. 0821 74002-67 (English) E-mail: 
bsz@schaeferhunde.de. We have also set up an information point (Info-Point) on the event 
site, which you can contact during the event if you have any problems or questions. 

Events catalogue - when and how available ? 

The catalog will be offered online only (free of charge) and will be available at the beginning 
of the event (Thursday, 9:00 a.m.). 

Event catalogue - are the progeny groups listed as usual ? 

The progeny groups are presented in the catalogue as usual. 

When does the catalogue sale start? At which price? 

The catalog is offered only online (free of charge) and is available from 02.09.2021, at 
09:00 hours on. 

A start time was forgotten to be booked? Can the dog still be registered (since the 
registration fee was already paid for)? 

No, this is not possible. All exhibitors have been reminded of the deadline several times. 

Is there already a fixed approval from the responsible authorities? Or is it still pending, 
possibly bound to certain requirements (e.g. incidence values)? 

The number of people to be admitted depends on the incidence values in Nuremberg. We 
are planning with an incidence above 35 (1,500 grandstand seats), so that there is the 
biggest possible security for the performance of the event. 

Is there an arrangement, ideally an agreement with the responsible authorities about the 
accommodation of the dogs? Is it generally permitted to keep the dogs in the trailer or 
vehicle during the event on the parking premises? 

The requirements of the veterinary office will be sent out to all exhibitors. In principle, the 
dogs can remain in the trailer, but a protocol must be in the vehicle, in order to verify that 
the dogs get enough exercise. Please click here for the requirements 
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Tiergesundheit
srechtliche_Auflagen.pdf. 

Where will the judgement in show stance take place? 

The judgements in show stance shall take place on the Zeppelin field. 

Where can I stay after my dog has been judged in show stance? Do I have to leave the area 
around the Zeppelin Field? 

The dog handlers and callers must leave the closed-off area of the Zeppelin Field after the 
presentation of the respective dog. If you do not have a ticket, you will not be able to enter 
the spectator stand. 

Judgement in show stance - who is admitted to the Zeppelinfeld? 

The dog handler and caller for the judgement in show stance. 

https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Tiergesundheitsrechtliche_Auflagen.pdf
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Tiergesundheitsrechtliche_Auflagen.pdf
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If a dog is not presented for whom a starting time was already booked: can this be passed 
on to somebody else? 

No, that is not possible. 

Where can the dogs be prepared for the defence work exercises? 

This shall only be possible outside the waiting zones. 

The handler is unable to attend -  can someone else substitute him or her during defence 
work? 

Yes, the access authorization for the defence work provides for this. The new handler must 
be registered on the respective form. 

TSB examination - who is admitted to the stadium? 

Only the dog handler. 

What needs to be considered when the dog is accommodated in the trailer? 

Please note the animal health and welfare requirements, these are mandatory 
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Tiergesundheit
srechtliche_Auflagen.pdf 

Is the supply of food and drink guaranteed? 

Food and drink will also be provided in the Zeppelinfeld tent, among other places. Please 
comply with the Corona requirements of the caterer. Catering is provided in the caterer's 
tent on the edge of the Zeppelin Field. Only the show stance will take place on the Zeppelin 
Field - no catering available directly on the field. 

Do the performances (dogs) in the main stadium take place on the lawn and not on the 
outer running track (tartan track)? 

The performances will take place on the tartan track. Free-following and fast rounds as well 
as the protection service are performed on the stadium lawn. 

Are all dogs really only presented on the Tartan Track of the the stadium? 

Yes, because - if all the dogs are presented on the lawn, damage can occur amounting to 
up to 100,000 €. 

Is showing on the Tartan Track problematic for the dogs in high temperatures? 

Even at high temperatures the Tartan Track is not problematic. As in previous years, there 
are no requirements for performing on the Tartan Track (so far progeny groups) Should 
exceptional heat prevail, the Tartan Track can be watered and thus cooled. 

How does the change of handler work during the following off the leash? 

Callers have a fixed closed-off area on the grandstands. For the free follow off the leash, 
the caller can go inside the stadium. 

Are progeny groups presented? 

No, this year this performance will not take place. 

When does the gunt test take place? 

At the judgement in movement. 

https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Tiergesundheitsrechtliche_Auflagen.pdf
https://www.schaeferhunde.de/fileadmin/BSZ/Documents/Checklisten_2021/Tiergesundheitsrechtliche_Auflagen.pdf
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If there are gaps in the judgement in show stance because dogs who were previously 
booked are not shown - can the start time be handled in a flexible fashion ? 

The existing schedule cannot be changed due to the requirements in terms of contact 
tracking. 

What happens if for a valid reason the time of the scheduled judgement in show stance or 
TSB test cannot be complied with? 

The times must be strictly complied with. We cannot allow any exceptions this year, too 
much depends on the overall schedule and the success of the event. 

In case of failure of a dog from the same owner, can the starting times be exchanged for the 
starting times of a dog also entered in the same class? 

The swapping start times is not possible -  even if the owner is the same person. 

What are the access permissions for dog handlers and callers? 

The access authorizations for dog handler and caller will be sent out from Augutst 10th, 
2021 on. They include access to the Zeppelin Field and the main stadium respectively for 
the time of the performance of the corresponding dog for the dog handler and the caller to a 
specified grandstand section in the stadium also only for the duration of the performance. 
The access authorizations do not include access to the stands (seating for the event) 

Who is allowed to enter the closed-off area of the Zeppelin Field? 

The Zeppelin Field can only be entered by dog handlers and callers. Spectators are not 
included. 

What is the procedure for callers at judgement in show stance? 

No separate caller area is provided here. The callers have to stay outside the respective 
rings. After the end of the judgement in show stance, the dog handlers and callers have to 
immediately leave the cordoned off area of the Zeppelin Field. 

Which areas at Zeppelin Field are considered part of the event site? 

The cordoned-off area of the Zeppelin Field is a designated part of the event area, has a 
cordoned-off area with access control and may only be entered by dog handlers and callers 
(no spectators). The catering area is a separate area and thus not inclued in the event area. 

Will there be a live streaming facility of the event in the food tent? 

A live stream is available in the catering tent, but there the hygiene requirements for 
catering apply. The caterer's specifications must be fully complied with here (3G 
regulations, distance regulations and contact data collection). This area is therefore not 
completely free for access. When the capacies are exhausted, access shall no longer be 
possible. 

To which areas can I get access with a ticket for a seat in the grandstand? 

Only access to the appropriate section of the grandstands in the stadium with assigned 
seat. It is not possible to change stands, even with multiple tickets! 
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Where do I have access with a dog handler or caller access authorization? 

Only access to the presentation of the judgement in show stance and TSB-check as well as 
the judgement in movement only at the respective time according to the imprint on the 
access authorization S = judgement in show stance, T = TSB-test G = judgement in 
movement 

Does it suffice to wear the start number in order to exhibit a dog? 

For the presentation of the dog you need the access authorizations for participants, which 
will be sent. However, these authorize only to show and call the dog and not to enter the 
spectator stand. The start vest alone is not sufficient. 

What about visitors who arrive without a pre-purchased ticket? Is it possible to purchase 
tickets on site or will these guests be refused? 

Tickets can only be purchased online, there is no ticket sale at the stadium. At the moment 
tickets for visitors are not bookable, because the approved stadium capacity is already 
reached. We will inform on this homepage if tickets can be released again. 

Why are the tickets not checked directly at the parking lot entrances for visitors to move 
around freely on the premises (just like at soccer games)? 

It is precisely not a "closed event" in an enclosed area. The event site is the Zeppelin Field 
(interior area) and the stadium. Roads and parking lots are not part of the event area. 

Will my Corona status be verified? 

Yes, access is only admitted if proof of "tested, vaccinated or recovered" is provided. 

Which entrances and exits will be open throughout the entire event? 

The entrances/exits are shown on the site plan: 
No. 6 = Entrance TSB females 
No. 7 = Entrance TSB males, judgement in movement, breeding groups 
No. 9 = judgement in show stance - Zeppelin field 
No. 10 = Entrance main stand 
No. 11 = Entrance back straight; 

Where are the emergency exits located? 

The emergency exits are marked accordingly in the stadium. 

Which entrances (gates) are used as access for dog handlers to the stadium? 

The entrances/exits are shown on the site plan: 
No. 6 = Entrance TSB females 
No. 7 = Entrance TSB males, judgement in movement, breeding groups 

Which entrances (gates) are used as access for callers to the stadium? 

The entrances/exits are shown on the site plan: No. 7 = judgement in movement 

Which entrances (gates) are used as access for visitors to the stadium? 

The access points are shown on the site plan: 
No. 10 = access main stand 
No. 11 = access back straight. 
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Where is the access to the Zeppelin field? 

The access points are shown on the site plan: No. 9 = judgement in show stance - Zeppelin 
field. 

Who is allowed to enter the Zeppelin field? 

The zeppelin field can only be entered by dog handlers and callers. 

Is it allowed to stay on the Zeppelin field without any time limit? 

Only handlers and callers will be allowed on Zeppelin Field for the judgement in show 
stance of the dog in question. 

Is it allowed to enter with the start numbers (for dog handler and caller) the areas for show 
stance and gait presentation without an entrance ticket? 

No, the start numbers do not entitle to the entrance to the areas for the judgement in show 
stance and judgement in movement. For this purpose, each exhibitor will receive 
corresponding personalized tickets for judgement in show stance (dog handler and caller) 
and judgement in movement (dog handler and caller). 

Where do visitors stay outside the booked time, who are only authorized for the show 
stance and presentation of the dogs? 

If no ticket has been booked, then there is no possibility to stay on the event area. The 
event area includes the stadium and the Zeppelin Field. The catering tent is not part of the 
event area. Here, entry without a ticket is possible, but the Corona requirements of the 
catering provider must be observed. 


